
Epistolary in One Hundred and Forty Characters 

Frederick Tait 

@Freddie_P 

Follow for puppy pics, scientific discussion  

about memes, and the bestest of the best good good times! 

Masato Hino 

@MoshiMoshi26 

I’m a sales executive. 

Real Terry Jerries 

@terryjerries 

Author. Lover. Fighter. Endless supply of Dad jokes. 

 

February 1  

@Freddie_P: Morning all! Don't forget you're wonderful 8:30 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: 'Lack of originality... has always been considered the foremost quality and 

the recommendation of the active, efficient and practical man' 9:04 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Work. What I wouldn't give to be independantly wealthy 9:17 am 

@Freddie_P: Just saw a busker in the middle of the city playing a perfect version of 

Tswizzle's Shake it Off 10:53 am 

@Freddie_P: Well done, sir! 10:54 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: The most important thing to remember on a Monday afternoon is that 

everything is meaningless and that time is an illusion 4:29 pm 

@Freddie_P: Goodnight, sweet universe 8:58 pm 

@terryjerries: Final edits have started. Getting closer and closer to that beautiful, final draft!!

 9:01 pm 

February 2 

@MoshiMoshi26: Thank your God. I've caught a cold. A sick day is on the cards 11:53 am 



@MoshiMoshi26: Urgh cold meds taste like shit 1:39 pm 

 

February 4  

@Freddie_P: I GOT TO PET A DOG TODAY EVERYTHING IS WONDERFUL

 10:46 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Urgh 10:47 am 

@Freddie_P: A sweet little pomeranian sitting with his mummy at starbucks and now I have 

pet it 10:47 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: URGH URGH URGH 11:29 am 

@Freddie_P: Guess who has two thumbs and tickets to see Logan tonight? This guy!

 11:37 am 

@Freddie_P: Also @terryjerries has sent out book release dates! Huzzah! 12:13 pm 

@terryjerries: @Freddie_P Glad you're looking forward to it! It's taken a while :P 12:28 pm 

@Freddie_P: @terryjerries You can't rush genius! 12:30 pm 

@terryjerries: @Freddie_P Genius is a strong word… 12:36 pm 

 

February 5  

@Freddie_P: Morning! Feel free to indulge yourself in something today 6:57 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Just saw the news that @terryjerries hasn't finished his latest book yet, so 

now I have to wait forever 2:51 pm 

@terryjerries: @MoshiMoshi26 *sheepish* sorry mate! 2:53 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @terryjerries Maybe if you spent more time writing and less time on 

twitter you'd have a whole series by now 3:02 pm 

@terryjerries: @MoshiMoshi26 ouch - point taken 3:10 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 @terryjerries He just needs a break from being brillant all the 

time 3:14 pm 



@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P @terryjerries Briljant is a bit of a stretch. Amusing is closer. 

Escapist even 3:38 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 @terryjerries well that's… rude. He's a fantasy writer but that 

doesn't make it less important than any other writing? 4:02 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P @terryjerries It's not exactly rocket science  4:26 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 @terryjerries Your face isn't rocket science 4:39 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P @terryjerries That doesn't even make any sense. You don't 

even know what my face looks like 4:41 pm 

@terryjerries: @MoshiMoshi26 @Freddie_P Let's not fight, guys. Everyone is entitled to 

their own opinion  4:57 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 @terryjerries Even if they're wrong 5:19 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P @terryjerries childish much? 5:27 pm 

 

February 7 

@MoshiMoshi26: Back to work, even though my throat is killing me and it's all meaningless

 9:06 am 

@Freddie_P: THERE IS A CAT LIVING NEAR MY HOUSE WITH ONE EYE AND SHE 

IS SO FRIENDLY I AM LIVING MY BEST LIFE 5:52 pm 

 

February 8  

@Freddie_P: Morning everyone! Keep your chins up and your smiles on. Today will be a 

great day! 7:38 am 

@terryjerries: Oy vey - these edits are killing me  12:36 pm 

@terryjerries: the final draft is FINALLY off to the publishers!! Can't believe it's finally 

happening 7:14 pm 

@Freddie_P: YAY!!! RT: @terryjerries the final draft is FINALLY off to the publishers!! 

Can't believe it's finally happening 7:23 pm 



@MoshiMoshi26: Took you long enough RT: @terryjerries the final draft is FINALLY off to 

the publishers!! Can't believe it's finally happening 7:24 pm 

@Freddie_P: Oh, good, you're back. RT: @MoshiMoshi26 Took you long enough RT: 

@terryjerries the final draft is FINALLY off to the publishers!!  7:27 pm 

Freddie_P is following MoshiMoshi26 6:52 pm 

 

February 10 

@Freddie_P: It's hella cold and my tiny toes are shivering but it's so white and fluffy outside

 12:53 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Typical - do you think this is Narnia or something?

 1:23 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 if we were in Narnia you'd be a marshwiggle 1:25 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Marshwiggles are sensible 1:28 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 You just admitted that you know what a marshwiggle is

 1:32 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P http://lmgtfy.com/?q=marshwiggle 1:35 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 asshole 1:37 pm 

MoshiMoshi is following Freddie_P 7:04 pm 

 

February 13  

@terryjerries: @Freddie_P I'm giving away ARCs of The Cube - you want one? 3:27 pm 

@Freddie_P: @terryjerries FUCK YEAH!! 3:27 pm 

@terryjerries: DM: @Freddie_P Send me your PO Box and I'll send you a copy! 4:12 pm 

@Freddie_P: @terryjerries <3 4:13 pm 

 

February 14 



@MoshiMoshi26: Love it how pets always get their way 11:27 am 

@Freddie_P: I LOVE PETS 11:29 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: People who love pets should just hurry up and get one instead of petting 

other people's pets like a nuisance 11:32 am 

@Freddie_P: I LOVE OTHER PEOPLE'S PETS 11:33 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: People who can't control their capslock keys are annoying 11:34 am 

@Freddie_P: I LOVE THE CAPSLOCK KEY!!! 11:34 am 

 

February 16  

@Freddie_P: Goooood morning! I added more Ooos because that's what people will say 

when they see you today ;) 7:12 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 If you're nice, I'll let you borrow my ARC when I'm done

 8:48 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P I'm not nice. 9:03 am 

 

February 17  

@Freddie_P: Good morning! Think of all the dogs you haven't pet yet. Aren't you excited? 

 6:47 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: The worst thing about recovering from a cold is that every morning my 

nose is blocked and my throat is scratchy  12:30 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: It's like I spent all yesterday getting better, then it all goes to shit at night

 12:30 pm 

@Freddie_P: Goodnight! Tomorrow will be better, even if it doesn't seem like it right now :)

 7:59 pm 

@Freddie_P: DM: @terryjerries I FRICKING LOVED IT!!! 12:04 am 

@terryjerries: DM: @Freddie_P I’m glad :P 



 

February 18 

@terryjerries: The first person to reply to this tweet gets an ARC of The Cube! 1:45 pm 

@Freddie_P :@terryjerries I'm replying on @MoshiMoshi26's behalf because he's a stubborn 

bastard 1:45 pm 

@terryjerries: DM: @MoshiMoshi26 Send me your PO Box and I'll send you a copy of The 

Cube as an ARC. All I ask is that you don't post spoilers 2:01 pm 

@Freddie_P: RT: @HelloGiggles Burnout and depression: How to deal with creative and 

mental exhaustion http://hellogiggles.com/burnout-deal-creative-mental-exhaustion/

 2:07 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26 :@Freddie_P What do you know about depression?  2:09 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Ignoring me, are you?  6:38 pm 

 

February 19 

@MoshiMoshi26: Bored. How long do I have to wait for someone to make me a millionaire?

 12:23 pm 

February 21  

@Freddie_P: Goodmorning! Did you know that a group of apes is called a shrewdness & a 

group of peacocks is called an ostentation? You're welcome :) 6:41 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Oh, so some people are just good at ignoring things 9:47 am 

@Freddie_P: DM: @terryjerries Did you send the book?  10:25 am 

@terryjerries: DM: @Freddie_P Yep :) 10:29 am 

@Freddie_P: When Peter Parker has tingles, it's 'Spidey Sense' but when I have tingles it's 

'generalised anxiety disorder' and I 'need to calm down' 5:39 pm 

@Freddie_P: I must have these: http://static.boredpanda.com/blog/wp-

content/uploads/2017/03/anxiety-comics-funny-illustrations-gemma-correll-6__700-

58b7e043d501c__700.jpg 8:30 pm 



@Freddie_P: Goodnight! Tomorrow, you should do something that scares you. Promise? 

 9:24 pm 

February 22  

@Freddie_P: Goodmorning! Remember what we promised? One thing that scares you. Even 

if it's just a small thing.  6:54 am 

@Freddie_P: Talk to a pretty person, buy that new coat, steal a puppy 6:54 am 

@Freddie_P: Just something a little scary :) 6:55 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P How can you advocate for doing scary things when 

you're also Rting pics of generalised anxiety disorder?? 8:09 am 

@Freddie_P: DM: @MoshiMoshi26 It's BECAUSE of the anxiety! Literally everything 

scares me J J J  8:10 am 

 

February 24  

@terryjerries: Official book tour dates will be released through @BookPublishingToday later 

on this arvo! 12:38 pm 

@Freddie_P: TOUR DATES TOUR DATES TOUR DATES @terryjerries 

@BookPublishingToday 12:45 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: Time is an illusion 12:59 pm 

@Freddie_P: Goodnight! Dreams don't come true, but if you work hard then you can make 

something close to a dream come true 8:51 pm 

 

February 25  

@Freddie_P: Morning, morning, morning. Three times good morning! 7:02 am 

@terryjerries: Although the ink on the new book is barely dry, I'm already weighing up new 

ideas. How about a book about diamond mining? 11:12 am 

@Freddie_P :@terryjerries Sounds good! 11:14 am 



@MoshiMoshi26 :@Freddie_P You'd be happy for a car manual if @terryjerries wrote it

 11:15 am 

@Freddie_P :@MoshiMoshi26 Don't pretend you're not twice the fangirl I am 11:15 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P fuck off 11:16 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 *gasp* LANGUAGE! 11:18 am 

@Freddie_P: Goodnight! Enjoy your sleep 8:38 pm 

 

February 26 

@MoshiMoshi26: Yeah, I'm definitely getting sick again. The worst illnesses never just leave

 3:21 pm 

@Freddie_P :@MoshiMoshi26 poor diddums - do you want some soup? 3:24 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26 :@Freddie_P Unless you're going to deliver, don't make the offer.

 4:57 pm 

 

February 27  

@Freddie_P: Who wants to come to @terryjerries's Leeds tour date with me? 5:09 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26 :@Freddie_P You're seriously putting that out on twitter? Why not just 

wear as sign around your neck that says 'murder me'? 5:28 pm 

@terryjerries: Still making preparations and people are so excited! Makes me so grateful to 

do what I do 5:52 pm 

 

February 28 

@MoshiMoshi26: How long until this sickness ends? 6:09 am 

@Freddie_P: Good morning! If you have a sniffle, don't worry. It will go away soon!

 8:32 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Don't patronise people who are sick 8:49 am 



@Freddie_P: Don't let your sniffles make you a poo poo head! 9:19 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Unbelievable. 9:29 am 

 

March 01 

@Freddie_P: Not… really feeling great today… so I’m going in search of puppies!! 

 6:10 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Before you ask, yes. I am still sick. 6:39 am 

@Freddie_P: No puppies L 5:39 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Maybe they saw you coming and ran for it cuz they didn’t 

want to be pet by some stranger 6:01 pm 

 

March 02 

@MoshiMoshi26: Bored.  7:04 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: So, so bored.  7:04 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P What’s the matter? No puppies again today? 7:36 am 

 

March 03  

@MoshiMoshi26: That meeting was seventy minutes of my life I’ll never get back. Might 

even crack open my @terryjerries ARC 10:28 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P Thanks for getting Terry Jerries to send me the ARC. 

That was cool of you 10:35 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P There a reason you’re not replying? 10:37 am 

 

March 05 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @terryjerries Freddie_P has been MIA for a few days – maybe he’ll 

respond to a message from you 4:08 pm 



@terryjerries: DM: @MoshiMoshi26 is he okay? 4:27 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @terryjerries i don’t know 4:27 pm 

@terryjerries: @Freddie_P Where you at? We miss you in the threads :P 4:30 pm 

 

March 06 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P the sun is shining here if it means anything. 8:39 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddit_P also I’m not sick anymore so you’ll need to find someone else 

to bother 8:39 am 

 

March 07 

@Freddie_P: MUSTN’T DISSAPOINT MY FANS RT: @terryjerries: @Freddie_P Where 

you at? We miss you in the threads :P 5:17 am 

@Freddie_P: Took a twitter break while I was sorting out a new medication for me 

 5:17 am 

@Freddie_P: What memes did I miss?? 5:18 am 

@Freddie_P: DM @MoshiMoshi26 Hey – thanks for checkin in man! I’m not lying dead 

under a bridge if that’s what you were worried about :P  5:30 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P don’t flatter yourself I just wasn’t used to my feed not 

being clogged with puppy shit 7:47 am 

@Freddie_P: DM @MoshiMoshi26 J I think I saw some concern hidden in that double 

negative  7:49 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P fuck off 8:00 am 

 

March 10 

@MoshiMoshi26: Does anyone know any good links about how to help people who have 

depression? 3:29 pm 



@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 You know someone with depression? That sucks, man. I 

hope they get help  4:15 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 http://tinyurl.com/y87wcoft; http://tinyurl.com/y7xsae4x; 

http://tinyurl.com/ycxj9rza  4:20 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 these might help 4:21 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P I don’t know anyone with it. I’m just curious. 4:30 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 ok cool J 4:37 pm 

 

March 12  

@Freddie_P: GOODMORNING!! Tweet me something to smile about 7:04 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Malala Yousafzai 

https://www.biography.com/people/malala-yousafzai-21362253 7:05 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 I AM SO PROUD OF YOU!!! 7:05 am 

 

March 15  

@terryjerries: SURPRISE BOOK SIGNING IN LONDON! Check my website for more 

details #sneakattack #authorsigning 10:00 am 

@Freddie_P: :O <3 RT: @terryjerries: SURPRISE BOOK SIGNING IN LONDON! Check 

my website for more details #sneakattack #authorsigning 10:01 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @terryjerries what time? 10:35 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 @terryjerries 5:30!!! 11:02 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 Wait – are you coming? Do you live in London? 11:02 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: Asked the stalker RT: @Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 Wait – are you 

coming? Do you live in London? 11:25 am 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 I’ll be wearing the purple vest 11:31 am 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Good for you. 11:32 am 



@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 What are you wearing? 12:07 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P a cape made of this wonderful material called ‘fuck off’

 12:09 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 Ok yeah I guess that’s not the q you ask someone on twitter

 12:12 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P Guess not 12:14 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 But… like… what are you gonna be wearing? So I can find 

you ;)  12:14 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P What makes you think I even want to be found? 12:15 pm 

@Freddie_P: @MoshiMoshi26 Blind, reckless optimism :D 12:15 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @Freddie_P You’re so weird  12:15 pm 

@Freddie_P : @MoshiMoshi26 ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 12:16 pm 

@terryjerries: Love meeting my fans! Today was a great day and I’m so blessed by the 

turnout #booksigning #lovemypeople 5:19 pm 

@terryjerries: About to start my reading – it’s great to see people coming together. Being a 

part of that is a wonderful thing 5:39 pm 

@terryjerries: My agent is taking pictures, but pictures can’t really capture the feeling in the 

room 6:27 pm 

@terryjerries: I’m also meeting fans today that I’ve only ever known online. What a great 

world we live in!! 7:39 pm 

@terryjerries: Today was a great day and I’m so blessed by the turnout #booksigning 

#lovemypeople 7:45 pm 

@Freddie_P: @terryjerries Loved it! Great day – totally worth the two hour train ride!! 

You’re a great reader 7:59 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: @terryjerries It was a pretty good reading. 8:05 pm 

@Freddie_P: DM: @MoshiMoshi26 BTW – it was nice to meet you! 8:05 pm 

@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P Whatever 8:06 pm 



@MoshiMoshi26: DM: @Freddie_P you too  8:06 pm 


